
Organocatalytic reduction 

 

We have examined the catalytic mechanism of an amino acid ester salts in the transfer 

hydrogenation between the Hantzsch ester and the 3-metil-2-ciklohexen-1-one using the B97X-

D density functional method. In the literature, two different reaction mechanisms have been 

proposed, namely the iminium catalysis for the organocatalytic reaction and the hydrogen-bond 

catalysis for the enzymatic reduction. We compared the two activation modes focusing on the 

step of the hydride transfer and the results suggest that the iminium pathway is more favorable 

for the organocatalytic reaction. The effect of the acid cocatalyst was neglected in previous DFT 

calculations but we found that the conjugate base has an important role in the stabilization of 

the transition states. Previous theoretical studies showed that the proton and the hydride 

transfer proceed in two distinct steps in the enzymatic reaction. In contrast with those findings, 

we observed that the proton and the hydride transfers occur in a concerted fashion for the 

hydrogen bond mechanism leading to an enol intermediate. 

 

Enzymatic reduction 

 

We have compared two possible mechanisms for the rate determining step of an enzyme 

catalyzed reduction to determine the most favored reaction path. One of the possibilities is the 

hydrogen bond activated route, which has been studied in detail by Lonsdale using QM/MM 

methods in 2015. From the x-ray crystal structure of the enzyme, crystalized with its competitive 

inhibitor substrates, para substituted phenolic compounds (para-nitrophenol, 

parahydroxybenzaldehyde) this pathway seems reasonable. Although examining the analogous 

organocatalytic reaction it turns out that in that case an iminium-ion activated reaction path is 

favored, that yields an enamine intermediate. With the lysine present in the active center of the 

enzyme an opportunity arises for the iminium activated mechanism in the biocatalytic case as 

well. Moreover, in the homologous enzymes this amino acid is always present at the active 

center. By applying the so called “Quantum chemical cluster” approach, that means, that model 

systems, including the four most important amino acids in the active center, the substrate and a 

flavin molecule, have been built which have been treated by ωB97X-D DFT functional, meanwhile 

the chain ends of the amino acids were frozen in their x-ray structure position. Using the 

described method several transition states were found for the two possible routes. This method 

has the advantage that the two pathways can be compared directly in free energies. Based upon 

the results the iminium activated pathway seems to be the more favored one over the hydrogen 

bond activated, although the calculations significantly overestimate the experimental barrier 

heights. The difference between the barrier heights is around 10 kcal/mol in every transition 



state. Moreover, it turned out, that lysine might play an important role in the mechanism on the 

hydrogen bond activated path as well. 

Beyond the “Quantum chemical cluster” approach, we also performed several QM/MM 

calculations using Lonsdale's work as a basis for this enzymatic reduction study, which we were 

able to reproduce. Unfortunately, when we reviewed Lonsdale's calculations, we found several 

shortcomings that questions the accuracy of the results. Although we also investigated the 

iminium pathway, we could not resolve the discrepancies.   

 

Investigation of other catalytic reactions 

 

During the reporting period, we were involved in the study of an organocatalytic Michael reaction 

and a Mannich reaction. We are also about to publish a study about the activation mechanism of 

an initiator in olefin metathesis. 

 

Nuclear quantum effects in the calculation of structural and thermodynamic 

quantities 

 

We created the foundations of a new procedure for the estimation of thermodynamic and 

structural properties. To estimate the rate of catalytic reactions, activation free entalpies are 

used. In these, nuclear quantum effects such as zero-point energy have a significant contribution. 

These estimates are based on the harmonic oscillator model in static calculations. If one wants 

to take the effect of anharmonicity into account, much more time-consuming and complex 

methods are needed. In the long term, we want to develop a method that goes beyond harmonic 

approximation but can be used routinely. The essence of the method is to map the anharmoniciti 

with Born-Oppenheimer or classical molecular dynamics, and the resulting trajectories are 

subsequently quantum corrected.  The greatest novelty of our approach is that it can also imitate 

quantum fluctuations of nuclei.  We applied our method to different water phases and analyzed 

dynamic and structural properties such as self-diffusion coefficients or radial density function of 

nuclei in addition to thermodynamic quantities. Our process provides more accurate results than 

the two-phase thermodynamics method, which operates on a similar approach, but it is easy to 

apply and orders of magnitude faster than path integral molecule dynamics simulation. We also 

tested our method for the heat capacity and self-diffusion coefficients of organic liquids. A 

manuscript about this study is before submission and appended to this document. 
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Abstract:
The quantum harmonics model and the two-phase thermo-

dynamics method (2PT) are widely used to obtain quantum
corrected properties such as isobaric heat capacities or molar
entropies. Although, excellent correlation with experiment was
achieved for several systems, we present that in many cases
these nuclear quantum effects are calculated inaccurately, and
the excellent correlations are due to error cancellation. We
tested the performance of different quantum corrections on the
heat capacities of common organic solvents against experimen-
tal data. The accuracy of the computations was also assessed
with the determination of the self-diffusion coefficients.

Accounting for nuclear quantum effect is essential to ob-
tain meaningful thermodynamic properties that are com-
parable to experimental observations.1 The most typical
example is that zero point energies are indispensable in
the determination of reaction free energies. Berens pro-
posed to add quantum correction to the classically calcu-
lated properties using the harmonic oscillator model.2 God-
dard improved this by the separation of different motions
like translation rotations and vibrations and using differ-
ent functions for each of them.3,4 This was abbreviated as
two-phase thermodynamics (2PT) referring to the gas phase
and solid phase motions in contrast to the one-phase ther-
modynamics (1PT) method where only vibrations were con-
sidered. The 1PT method, however is different from what
Berens originally proposed, since the latter also included an
anharmonic correction, and thus we refer to that method
as one-phase-thermodynamics with anharmonic correction
(1PT+AC). The 2PT model was validated on Lennard-Jones
fluids and water against 1PT but not against 1PT+AC.3,4 In
this study we fill this gap and we compare the 2PT method
to the 1PT+AC extensively.

2PT and 1PT+AC methods were successfully applied for
the calculation of thermodynamic properties of several sys-
tems such as Lennard-Jones fluids,3,5 water,2,4,6–14 aque-
ous solutions,15,16 molten salts,17 organic liquids,18–20 car-
bon dioxide,21 urea,22 ionic liquids,23–25,25 carbohydrates,26

cellulose,27 mixtures28 and interfaces.29–34 Lately, 2PT
was used for the definition of the Frenkel line.35–38 Both
1PT/2PT methods are still in continuous development in
respect of accuracy and applicability.39–46

Recently we have shown that Berens’ original idea about
the quantum correction on thermodynamic properties can be
extended to structural properties if the quantum correction
is applied in time domain instead of frequency domain.47

Our technique, generalized smoothed trajectory analysis
(GSTA) gives identical results for thermodynamics proper-
ties as 1PT+AC, but much more effectively. Regarding the

heat capacity of different states of water GSTA/1PT+AC
gave better agreement with the experiment than the 2PT
method. Besides our study there was no systematic com-
parison in the literature to determine which method is more
accurate, 2PT or 1PT+AC.

Here we analyse heat capacities to evaluate different
types of quantum corrections because it contains large nu-
clear quantum effect and there are accurate experimen-
tal data that can be used for the benchmark of force
fields.6,16,18–20,24,25,27,48–57 In contrast to enthalpy or Gibbs
energy, heat capacity is an absolute quantity meaning that
there is no need to set the zero point. Additionally, the iso-
baric heat capacity is a state function, so if we know the
cp as function of T and p, the other state functions can be
calculated as well such as the enthalpy and entropy. Previ-
ously, quantum corrected thermodynamic properties of or-
ganic solvents were investigated in two systematic studies by
Pascal, and Caleman.18,19 For the same solvents they found
similar results: the 2PT heat capacities were in good agree-
ments with the experimental data. Both studies showed that
OPLS force field gave better results than other general force
fields such as GAFF or CHARMM. We recalculated the heat
capacities of 92 organic solvents from ref 19 to test further
the GSTA, 1PT+AC and 2PT methods.

For the determination of the quantum corrected thermo-
dynamic properties the velocity autocorrelation functions
(VACF) are computed from molecular dynamics simulations
that can be defined as follows:

VACF(t) = lim
τ→∞

1

2τ〈mv2〉

+τ∫
−τ

mv(t+ t′) · v(t′)dt′ (1)

where m is the mass and v is the velocity as a function of
the time (t). The vibrational density of states (VDOS) is the
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function (VACF)

VDOS(ν) = Ft {VACF(t)} (ν) = 2

+∞∫
0

VACF(t)·cos(2πνt)dt

(2)
where ν is the frequency. Since the VACF(t) is a real

function, the Fourier cosine transform is applied.
Originally Berens proposed that the quantum corrected

density of states can be determined by the multiplication of
VDOS with an appropriate weight function w:2

VDOSq(ν) = VDOS(ν) · w(ν) (3)

In the 1PT method there is no separation of motions, all
are considered as vibrations. The weight function for the
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heat capacity:58

wcVvib(ν) = exp (βhν)

(
βhν

1− exp (βhν)

)2

(4)

where β = (kBT )−1, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, h is the Planck constant. Thus the isochoric
heat capacity can be calculated as

c1PT
V = 2fR

∞∫
0

VDOS(ν) · wcVvib(ν)dν (5)

where R is the universal gas constant, and f = 3N is the
number of degrees of freedom of an N -atomic molecule.

Gaseous motions like translation and rotation are sepa-
rated from vibrations in the 2PT method. The total VDOS
is decomposed into two terms, solid and gaseous compo-
nents:

VDOS(ν) = VDOSsol(ν) + VDOSgas(ν) (6)

Different weight functions are used for the different mo-
tions in the calculation of the thermodynamic properties:

c2PT
V = 2fR

∞∫
0

[VDOSsol(ν)wcVvib(ν)+

VDOSgasw
cV
gas(ν)] dν

(7)

The weight function of the gaseous component is 1/2 for
the heat capacity.3,4 One limitation of 2PT is that the molec-
ular topology needs to remain the same, so bond break-
ing/formation, thus chemical reactions, cannot be modeled,
moreover intramolecular rotations cannot be described prop-
erly even with 2PT.

In the 1PT+AC method a quantum correction (cQC) is
added to the classical isochoric heat capacity (cclV ):2

c1PT+AC
V = cclV + cQC = fR+ cAC + cQC = c1PT

V + cAC (8)

where cAC is the anharmonic correction. From eq 8 it
can be seen that the 1PT+AC heat capacity is actually a
sum of three terms: the heat capacity of f classic harmonic
oscillator plus an anharmonic and a quantum correction.

Jorgensen proposed to correct the classical heat capac-
ity by the estimation of the intramolecular component us-
ing the ideal gas value taken from experiments or ab ini-
tio calculations.48,49 If a given force field reproduces the
experimental heat capacity of the gas accurately then Jor-
gensen’s approach should give similar value to the 1PT+AC
method. Some deviation may occur if the frequencies of the
intramolecular vibrations differ in the liquid and gas phases.

The isobaric heat capacity can be determined from the
isochoric heat capacity by employing the relation

cp = cV +
TMα2

p

ρκT
, (9)

where αp denotes the thermal expansion coefficient, M
is the relative molar mass, ρ is the density and κT is the
isothermal compressibility. The isobaric 1PT+AC heat ca-
pacity is computed as a sum of the classical isobaric heat
capacity and the quantum correction from eq 8:

c1PT+AC
p = cclp + cQC (10)

We performed 10.6 ns long NpT simulations by using the
GROMACS simulation software.59 The settings and inputs
were taken from the ref 19 (more details can be found in
the Supporting Information). 2PT heat capacities were cal-

culated with the ”dos” analysis tool of GROMACS. The
classical heat capacity was determined from the fluctuation
of enthalpy

cclp =

(
〈∂H2〉
RT 2

)
p

(11)

According to the correspondence principle the quantum
calculations should agree with the classical results as the h
Planck constant formally approaches zero. The 1PT model
gives fR for the heat capacity in the classical limit. Ap-
plying the classical weight functions of 1/2 and 1 in eq 7 it
is easy to see, that the 2PT model can give values between
fR/2 and fR for the isochoric heat capacities in the classical
limit. The 1PT+AC model always satisfies the correspon-
dence principle in contrast with the 1PT or 2PT methods:

lim
h→0

c1PT+AC
p = cclp (12)

This also implies that the technique is able to describe the
effects of anharmonic motions. The 2PT isochoric heat ca-
pacities for a rigid water model with 3 translational and
3 rotational degrees of freedom must be below 6R = 49.9
J/mol/K. The fact that in ref 9, 10, 16, 31 the calculated
2PT heat capacities are in the range of 57 and 81 J/K/mol
which is significantly larger than the theoretical limit of 49.9
J/K/mol implies some errors in the computations.

Figure 1. Convergence of the isochoric heat capacity of
methanol as a function of step size

In our previous study we showed that the 1PT+AC heat
capacity can be significantly overestimated if the left Rie-
mann sum is used instead of the trapezoidal rule in the
computation of VDOS in eq 2.47 To check whether this nu-
merical error can occur in the calculation of the 2PT heat
capacities, we tested thoroughly the ”dos” analysis tool of
the GROMACS that was used in ref 19. The default Fast
Fourier Transformation routine in GROMACS applies the
left Riemann rule but we also implemented a simple trape-
zoidal integral rule. On the example of methanol we found,
that by decreasing the integration time step the trapezoidal
integral converged rapidly at 5 fs, meanwhile the default
left Riemann sum gave the correct 2PT heat capacity, 51.6
J/K/mol only in the ∆t → 0 limit (see Figure 1). At 4 fs
time step, which is generally used in 2PT calculations, the
heat capacity of 73.4 J/K/mol is overestimated by 40 %.
This agrees well with the result of 75.8 J/K/mol from ref
19. The convergence of the 1PT method is also shown with
the trapezoidal formula, and at 4 fs the 1PT heat capacity
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is also converged with 60.7 J/K/mol.
When we recalculated the heat capacities of 9 common

solvents from ref 18 and 19 with both integral formulas, we
reproduced the literature data but we obtained 45 % lower
heat capacities with the correct integral formula (see the
Supporting Information). In ref 18 and 19 the 2PT heat
capacities are similar to each other for the same solvents
with OPLS force field, which implies that in both works the
same (incorrect) integration routine was used.

Surprisingly, in these previous works excellent correlations
were found between the 2PT and experimental isobaric heat
capacities. How is it possible that such a good correlation
has been achieved, if the values were overestimated with 45
%? It seems that there was an (un)fortunate error cancella-
tion, where the opposite error is connected to the conversion
between the isobaric and isochoric heat capacities in eq 9.
For stable systems the isobaric heat capacity is always larger
than the isochoric heat capacity. The isobaric heat capac-
ities can be measured readily, but isochoric heat capacities
are less available in experiments, it can be determined from
other properties according to eq 9. In calculations, however,
NV T simulations are more widespread than NpT . The lat-
ter one needs longer equilibration time, therefore the calcu-
lation of isochoric heat capacity is easier.

In ref 19 the cp cV difference is always smaller than 0.1
J/K/mol, and in ref 18 this correction was not larger than
1.2 J/K/mol. This is similar to that of liquid water: at 25
◦C the difference is only 0.8 J/K/mol between the isobaric
and isochoric heat capacities, and their ratio is 1.01.60 We
recalculated the cp cV differences for organic liquids from
ref 19 and we obtained orders of magnitude higher values.
In our computations the average difference is 38.4 J/K/mol,
and the heat capacity ratio is 1.31. For a few molecules there
are direct experimental data for the isochoric heat capaci-
ties (see the Supporting Information). For instance for the
methanol and ethanol the cp − cV are 14 and 11 J/K/mol,
respectively.61,62 This validates that we calculated correctly
the cp − cV values.

Figure 2. Calculated vs. experimental isobaric heat ca-
pacities

The calculated vs. experimental isobaric heat capacities
are shown in Figure 2. The overall correlations are good
for the predicted and experimental heat capacities, the R2

is about 0.9 for all three methods. From the fitted lines it
can be seen that the slope of the 1PT and 2PT are almost
perfect 1.01, but for 1PT+AC the slope is 1.24. The 2PT

systematically underestimates, the 1PT overestimates the
isobaric heat capacities.

The mean absolute deviations for different types of
molecules are shown in Figure 3. For all the compounds the
error is 20 J/K/mol for the 1PT+AC method. The error is
smaller with 1PT and even smaller with the 2PT method.
The methods perform differently for different types of com-
pounds, and even their relative goodness is varying. For
hydrocarbons, organosulfures, halocarbons and heteroaro-
matics the 1PT performs the worst, and the 1PT+AC and
2PT performs similarly better. For amines, ethers, alcohols
and ketones the 1PT+AC performs the worst, and the 1PT
and 2PT methods perform much better. The large errors of
the 1PT+AC heat capacities may originate from the defi-
ciency of the force field and/or from the inaccuracy of the
1PT+AC method. To separate these two errors, we inves-
tigated the classical limits which characterize the failure of
the method.

Figure 3. Mean absolute errors (MAE) of the calculated
isobaric heat capacities compared to experimental data.

As mentioned above the 1PT and 2PT models do not sat-
isfy the correspondence principle, they cannot reproduce the
classical heat capacities of anharmonic cases. To quantify
these deviations the mean error of the reproduction of the
classical heat capacities is shown for the 1PT and 2PT meth-
ods in Figure 4. 1PT+AC is not shown because this error
is zero according to eq 12. 2PT always underestimates the
classical heat capacity, by 21.4 J/mol/K in average which
is almost twice as large as the mean absolute error com-
pared to the experiments, 11.8 J/mol/K. The 1PT method
overestimates the classical heat capacity for the heteroaro-
matics, halocarbons, organosulfures and hydrocarbons and
underestimates for the other compound groups. This clas-
sification correlates perfectly with the relative performance
of 1PT and 1PT+AC in Figure 3. If the 1PT heat capacity
agrees better with the experiment than the 1PT+AC, then
it means that the anharmonicity is described incorrectly by
the force field. The uncertainty of the anharmonicity is too
large with the OPLS force field for the aliphatic N and O
compounds and this is why the 2PT method estimates the
heat capacity of organic liquids more accurately. These re-
sults suggest that the effect of anharmonicity is significantly
smaller than the quantum effect on the heat capacity of the
organic liquids. In the 1PT+AC method this means that
the size of the anharmonic correction is smaller than that of
the quantum correction in eq 8.
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Figure 4. Mean unsigned errors (MUE) of the isobaric
heat capacities in the classical limit.

Caleman and Pascal concluded from their studies that the
reproduction of the experimental heat capacities could be
improved by better description of the the force constants of
bonds and angles.18,19 This is true for the quantum correc-
tion, but the anharmonic correction can be adjusted with
the non-bonding parameters. Our results suggest that the
thermodynamics properties are more sensitive to the inter-
molecular interactions than to the intramolecular interac-
tions. This is in line with the general experiences that in
the simulation of the organic liquids the bond lengths and
angles can be constrained at room temperature.

To estimate the consistency of the calculations of VACF
and VDOS functions we computed the self-diffusion coeffi-
cients with two different methods.63 First, we determined
Ds from the VACF:

Ds =
〈v2〉

3
lim
t→∞

t∫
0

VACF(τ)dτ (13)

The self-diffusion coefficient can also be calculated from
the mean square displacement of the atoms using the Ein-
stein equation:

Ds = lim
t→∞

∂〈(x(t)− x(0))2〉
6∂t

(14)

We computed the self-diffusion coefficients according to
these equations at 10 ps. The two complementary ap-
proaches gave almost identical results (MAE = 0.05 ·
10−9m2s−1, R2 = 0.998) which validates how we calculated
the VACF and VDOS functions (see the Supplementary In-
formation). The self-diffusion coefficients were also deter-
mined from the 10 ns simulations using eq 14. Comparing
to the available experimental data the mean absolute error
is 0.62 · 10−9m2s−1 for 31 liquids, which means significant
correlation (R2 = 0.79) (see Figure 5). It looks that the
values have not converged at 10 ps but the longer simula-
tion time (10 ns vs. 10 ps) does not improve the accuracy
of the estimation of the self-diffusion coefficient. Actually,
the mean absolute error is slightly lower, 0.55 · 10−9m2s−1

using 10 ps long VACF functions, and the correlation coef-
ficient is almost the same (R2 = 0.77). As far as we know
this is the largest data set of 31 organic solvents for exper-
imental benchmark for self-diffusion coefficients, and there
are first principal estimations for further 82 liquids. In a
previous study 17 organic solvents were investigated and 9
were compared to experiments.64

Although, the heat capacity can be calculated from a 50
fs long VACF,47 the VDOS function converges much slower.
The self-diffusion coefficient and the VDOS(0) converges af-
ter 100 ps. Nevertheless, MSD values taken from long sim-
ulations can be considered as exact values, they did not re-
produce the experiments better than the self-diffusion coef-
ficients calculated from the VACF or VDOS of short MD
simulations.

Figure 5. Calculated vs. experimental self-diffusion coef-
ficients in unit of 10−9m2s−1 for 31 organic solvents

As a summary, we showed that many of the 2PT
heat capacities in the literature were calculated incor-
rectly.9,10,16,18,19,29,31 The right program code is given in the
Supporting Information to calculate the correct 2PT and
1PT thus the more exact 1PT+AC methods by using the
GROMACS software. Based on our benchmark calculations
we suggest to use different methods for different purposes.
Despite of the theoretical limitation of the 2PT method, it
can give reasonable estimate for thermodynamic properties
of organic liquids using the OPLS force field despite it over-
estimates anharmonicity of oxygen and nitrogen containing
compounds. If someone wants to benchmark force fields, or
develop new force field parameters it is advised to use the
1PT+AC method which accounts the anharmonicity cor-
rectly. We also showed that our calculation are consistent
with the self-diffusion coefficients that was also compared
to experimental data. Overall, we found strong correlation
(R2 = 0.9) for heat capacities and somewhat moderate cor-
relation (R2 = 0.79) for the self-diffusion coefficients.
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